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Ambition With Heart:

Happy
New Year KCSOS Family
AmeriCorps Mentors Serve Students in Kern County

T

I am equally proud of the way we responded to
coordinate our efforts across 46 school districts to
provide high-quality online instruction and student
supports. A recent PACE report (click below to read),
describes how each of us did our part to bring
extraordinary support to Kern’s children and families.

hrough the
useyou
of all had a peaceful
I hope
season and were able to
mentorsholiday
throughout
take some time to fill your heart
with laughter and love.

different school sites in

Kern County, the KCSOS

As I reflect
on 2021, I am grateful
AmeriCorps Mentoring
Program
for the collaborative
has become an incredible
resource spirit of

KCSOS, our 46 school districts, and
the children and families we serve.

In order to remain strong and continue to offer
supports to our families, we must tend to our own
health and well-being. Doing so will help us all sustain
ourselves through these uncertain times.

over the past few decades to serve
students who need extra support.
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to emerge a stronger and better organization because
program was created as a way to
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our KCSOS family is truly remarkable. I am
Cassandra
support
students,
schools,
and
amazed by our staff’s tenacity, strength, grace, andVasquez, Savannah Cantu, Jesia Romero, Joan Giovanni, Rachael
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andto support
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and families.
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hasvulnerable
shown mentees display
families
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and especially
our most
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to staff studies
36 schoolstudents.
Numerous
have described
the improvements in the
significant
negative
impact
this
pandemic
has
had
on
children’s
based mentors each school
areas of attendance, behavior,
mental health, education, and social development. I am
year who mentor 720 students
and academics. According to
proud that Kern County was one of the last to close
throughout Kern County.
Geoffrey Welch, Coomber’s
physical school doors and the first to reopen our
Historically,for
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County
successor and AmeriCorps
classrooms
students.

Mentoring AmeriCorps data

Program Coordinator,
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approximately 61% of mentees
in 2018 - 2019 improved their
attendance and had fewer
suspensions. This is a testament to
the hard work of mentors making
CONTINUE on page 2
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every effort to assist in “educating
the whole child” with the hope of
increasing student engagement,
improving school climate and
causing lasting positive changes.
Meya Hargett, an AmeriCorps
mentor currently working in
the Central School at the Kern
County Juvenile Hall, is proud of
the success she’s made with her
mentees.
“A mentor and/or a role model
can be an important factor in
promoting success and resiliency in
life, especially among Alternative
Education student populations,”
said Hargett. “Mentees vary in
learning abilities, levels, and styles
of learning; therefore, mentee
success does not follow a cookiecutter model. It is diverse and vast
and brilliantly explorative!”
While each cohort of mentors work
primarily to serve mentees, the
program also provides valuable
skills and professional
development to
AmeriCorps mentors.
Every year, in addition
to the work at their

Mentees at the Central
School located at Kern
County Juvenile Hall
created an art exhibit
with encouragement
from AmeriCorps
mentor, Meya Hargett.

school sites, mentors participate
in an annual service day on Martin
Luther King Jr. Day. Mentors are
paired up by region and work
with local community clubs or
organizations to coordinate
community service projects.
This year, two region groups of
mentors organized a Warmth
Drive, collecting blankets and
warm clothing for community
members in need.
Welch only joined the team
three months ago but has been
thoroughly impressed with
the caliber of the program,
enthusiastically giving plenty of
recognition to Coomber for his
countless contributions while
building this resource from the
ground up.
“This program wouldn’t be
here without the hard work and
dedication of Jeff Coomber,” said
Welch. “Now that he’s passed

Geoffrey Welch and Isabel Romero pose for a photo at City Centre.

the baton to me, I am excited to
continue his work with our current
and future cohort of mentors.”

“Most of the time, mentors are shy

at the same time,” Welch, along

when they first start,” said Romero.

with Romero, look forward to

Additionally, Welch was quick

“Only after spending time with

recruitment for the 2022 - 2023

to thank Isabel Romero, who

the mentees and participating in

assignment year.

joined the AmeriCorps Mentoring

community projects do they grow

Program six years ago and then

and begin to flourish.”

joined KCSOS full-time as the

“This is such a great opportunity
for anyone who wants some real-

AmeriCorps Local Facilitator two

Using his favorite quote to

world paid experience working

years later. Since then, Romero has

guide him on this new journey,

in a school-setting or even to just

helped Welch acclimate to

“Ambition with heart serves one

experience giving back to your

the program.

in such a way that it serves others

own community,” Welch said.
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Elevating
Student
Voice Across
Kern County
Campuses

From Left to Right: Allyson Baptiste, Kim Silva, and
Cynthia Ortiz.

and teachers have the opportunity to improve the
environment for all, ultimately making schools more
equitable.
For Allyson Baptiste, a Prevention Specialist with
the Foster and Homeless Education Program,

n recent years, raising student engagement

the practice of incorporating “student voice” in

in local schools has been an important way to

educational settings is something she is deeply

let students speak on issues they care about.

passionate about – especially for those students

Districts and schools throughout the country are

who are navigating the foster care system and

swearing in student board members and listening

homelessness.

to their recommendations on a myriad of school
decisions that ultimately affect the students that

“The research shows that the ‘student voice’

attend them.

concept is beneficial for all students,” said Baptiste.
“However, foster and homeless youth students tend

By incorporating student engagement in these small,

to experience higher dropout rates and absenteeism

but significant ways, several beneficial outcomes

than other student populations.”

occur. Recent studies show that the more a student’s
voice is heard, the more academically motivated

Baptiste — who has also served as a co-adult

students become. Additionally, dropout rates and

facilitator of the Youth Action Board, chairs the

absenteeism are less likely to occur. By intentionally

Homeless Youth Committee, and serves on the

eliciting student viewpoints, administrators, staff

Bakersfield-Kern Regional Homeless Collaborative

— has seen the impacts of this

My favorite thing about my job is when
we provide youth the chance to just be a
kid and enjoy the moment. Their ability
to overcome obstacles, grow, and heal is
always inspiring and incredible to me.

work in many different facets of
youth lives. For example, the
Youth Action Board primarily
consists of youth ages 18 - 24
who themselves have experience
in the foster care system, and

Kim Silva

for some, are very familiar with

Research Assosicate, Foster & Homeless Education Program

homelessness.
With the help of Baptiste and

ultimately help promote “student

“After the YES! Conference,

other co-adult facilitators, these

voice.”

students came away with a sense

youth leaders have done media

of connection, purpose, and, most

interviews advocating on the

“My favorite thing about my job is

important of all...knowledge that

impact of those experiences and

when we provide youth the chance

so many in our community care

how to combat typical stereotypes

to just be a kid and enjoy the

about them,” Silva said.

surrounding homelessness.

moment,” said Silva. “Their ability
to overcome obstacles, grow,

Dedicated to fostering a more

“Their work is such a great

and heal is always inspiring and

equitable future for all, the Foster

example of the ‘student voice’

incredible to me.”

and Homeless Education Program

concept,” said Baptiste. “Even

and the employees who work to

though these young advocates are

For Ortiz, it’s the way that “every

make it all happen, are making a

no longer in a school setting, their

day seems like a new day as every

difference in the lives of countless

work to help raise these important

student is special in their own

students now and well into the

issues can be used to make lasting

way.” She loves serving foster

future.

change for those students that

youth in Kern County.

come after them.”
To better incorporate student
Baptiste, along with her colleagues

voices, one important vehicle is

Kim Silva, a Research Associate,

through the implementation of

and Cynthia Ortiz, a Prevention

the YES! Conference. Silva and

Specialist Facilitator, all work

Ortiz both do a lot of work to

together to help districts in Kern

support this conference which

County get better acquainted

helps bring together foster

with this concept and teach

youth, their caregivers, and the

administrators to help foster these

community agencies in their lives

important discussions in their own

to address barriers that foster

school communities. Through the

youth experience. Using these

facilitation of workshops, student

discussions, solutions can be

events, and providing in-depth

created that will increase their

workshops for educators at state-

success in school and the transition

wide conferences, the goal is to

to becoming young adults.

Kim Silva (left) and Allyson Baptiste
(right) pose as they get ready to
speak at the 2022 CISC Conference.

KCSOS Assists Lawrence Livermore Lab on
Piloting New Carbon Cleanup Curriculum

T

hroughout her 30-year career in education,

KCSOS, along with the San Joaquin County Office

Michelle Roy has always preferred science.

of Education, were both selected to help pilot this

As a multi-subject teacher, she would look

new curriculum, which includes 14 hours of lessons

forward to the experiments and reveling in

and experiments.

the fascinating science-related discoveries with her
students.

According to B3K Prosperity, a local initiative that
builds upon a rich history of economic development

Roy, now a Science Coordinator for KCSOS’s

efforts in Kern County, the future of carbon capture

Instructional Services Department, helps school

and sequestration processing is right here in Kern

districts in Kern County implement science

County and could be the source of many new jobs

curriculum and assists in planning the Kern County

for the foreseeable future. The new curriculum

Science Fair. Yet, one of the coolest parts of her job

makes this a perfect introduction to an up-and-

involves the scientific discoveries happening right

coming industry.

here in Kern County.
Chelsy Lancaster, a chemistry teacher piloting the
Through a collaboration with the Lawrence

new curriculum at Ridgeview High School and co-

Livermore National Lab, select schools throughout

chair of the science department, shared that her

California are taking part in the Carbon

students are getting a chance to learn how climate

Cleanup Initiative, an educational resource and

change works and discover opportunities for new

communications toolkit to educate students on

local jobs.

climate change and California’s goal of becoming
carbon-neutral by 2045.

“Before studying the new curriculum, students

To watch PSAs created by
Ridgeview students, click
the play button!

across the region were surveyed about their
knowledge of and concerns about climate change,”
said Lancaster. “While about 80% of responding
students were concerned or very concerned about
climate change, fewer than 50% remembered
learning about climate change in a previous class.”
As students get a better idea of the science behind
the carbon capture and sequestration process,
they are tasked with creating a final PSA project
on climate change and the importance of carbon
capture.
“Bringing this curriculum to Kern County students
is so exciting and makes me so proud,” said Roy.
“It’s just an incredible opportunity for Kern County
science educators to make their mark on carbon
cleanup on a potentially far-reaching scale.”
Currently, Roy is working as a liaison between the
Lawrence Livermore Lab and the 16 Kern High
School and Taft Union High School District teachers
who are piloting the program. Once the school year
wraps up, teachers will be able to visit Livermore
Lab and provide feedback on the curriculum to
eventually share with students across the state.

Michelle Roy, KCSOS Science Coordinator.

MINI GRANT
SPOTLIGHT:
Every fall, teachers from KCSOS’s Special
Education and Alternative Education
programs are encouraged to submit
proposals to fund unique and innovative
education projects that directly impact
students.
With $25,000 awarded this year, projects
submitted aim to improve learning
environments, promote equity for all
students, improve student access to
technology, help students improve
their life skills, and provide incentives
to students for improved attendance
and engagement. Watch for stories
about many of these amazing projects in
upcoming editions of Staff News.

No More Tech Neck

North Kern Community School teachers Cheryl Ellis, right, and Becky Williams, left, pose for a photo.

C

heryl Ellis, a teacher at North Kern

“Lifting their Chromebooks will help them be more

Community School, is on a mission to

comfortable while at school,” said Ellis. “Working

eliminate “tech neck.” Tech neck is

in a pleasant position increases the speed and

the term for neck pain that’s caused by

accuracy of inputting and they’re less likely to get

repetitive strain and injury to the muscles and other

sore throughout the day.”

tissue structures of the cervical spine.
Becky Williams, another teacher at North Kern
Her students, who are all enrolled in independent

Community School, and Ellis both were able to

study, use their Chromebooks to complete all of

educate students on the effects of looking down

their assignments and come to school in person one

most of the day at cell phones and computers and

day a week. With so much time spent looking down,

how abnormal spine curvature may occur over years

Ellis began to notice that this could be potentially

of improper posture.

harmful to their posture.
Students were excited to learn how they could
To help mitigate any future discomfort for students,

position the stand to help their posture and now

she applied for a mini grant to help fund the

look for the stands when entering the classroom

purchase of 60 adjustable Chromebook stands for

without the “tech neck” strain.

several of the classrooms at North Kern.

